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Rising c6sts in the electric utility industry have focused

attention upon ways to control or adjust KWH consumed during particular

hours of the day. The economist's solution has tended to involve

support for peak load pricing (PLP). In theorYt PLP pricing systems

are supposed to reflect the opportunity cost to society of providing

electricity at particular hours. However, measuring marginal

opportunity costs is a difficult problem, at best, and few electricity

pricing schemes that have been proposed set prices equal to marginal

opportunity costs. Furthermore', there are costs to using price

signals: 'monitoring hourly electricity consumption involves further

c~pital ~xpenditures; consumer acceptance and understand'ing of complex

pricing schemes is questionable; and, finally, even if the "correct

signal~ were given, th~ responsiveness of residential (and other)

consumers to higher prices during periods of peak usage is unclear.

Although our lack of knowledge about time-of-day'demand elasticities

complicates forecasts of capacity requirements and future revenues,

,the prlnciple of having those responsible fo~ capacity utilization

and capacity expansions pay the m~rginalcosts which result is well
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accepted by economists. Engineers ha~e tended not to atcept price

signals as devices for the achievement of efficiency but have preferred

the active modi'fic,atian of load patterns by promoting particular

appliances and interrupting power to selected end uses. 'Thus,

direct load management~ or rationing,is offered as a technique for
. 1

dealing with peak usage. The purpose of this paper is to show how

the benefits' and costs of passive and active load management can be

compared. Using the theory of consumer behavior, we consider the

short and long ruM implications for consumers of non-pric~ rationing

and peak load pricing.

1. Multiperiod ,Rationing' and Short Run Adjustments

Part of the engineer's promotion of direct load management might

be accounted for by an implicit assumption that consumer durable
.

goods whi~h are intermediate products tan be operated at times other

than peak demand without any significant reduction in, customer

satisfaction. For example, after washing clothes in period 0,

water is automatically heated in period 1, but is not needed until

period 3. If the consumer is indifferent to when the water is

heated, then electromechanical controls can be used to shift KWH

IF'or example, Overhold(1977, p. iv) concluded that electromechanical
devices restricted peak demand " ... more effectively and economically"
than "penalty pricing .. '. to control their use of appliances'as
des Ired by the ind ivi dua 1 ut 11 I ty." Th is toncl us ion emer·,ges from
o'ne Task Force funded by the' Electric Power Research Institute which
has sponsored a ,set of large-scale studies to determine the

'technological, b~haviaral, and institutional implications of
alternative approaches to energy conservation. Yet in the thirteen
page bibliography for the study of load management. there is' not
one reference to ,consumer theory. Research activity on these activities
has been increasing. The Department of Energy's Utility &lgulatory ,
Assistance Office spent over $9 million on time-of-day pricing and load
~anagement studies, 1975-1977.
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con.sumption from period 1 to period 2 -- from a peak period to an

ff k · d 2 ao -pea perlo.

When KWH are not perfect.substitutes, the evaluation of load manage-

ment Invo1ves more. comp 1ica ted· compar isons. inc1ud i ng the cos ts of cutt i ng-

off supply or of signaling prices and monitoring consumption. First,

let us examine a special case involving independent demands where
2b

the customer has the same preference pattern in the two periods,

Let the initial budget line be MB per half day (Figure 1). Initially,

uniform price is charged for both time periods, and U is the equilibrium

consumption point each period. This situation can be compared with

peak load pricing where the budget constraint for the peak price is

NO and for off-peak is NC with M-N the cost per half-day of metering

demands (plus any other cost$ of using prices such as information

processing costs). Depending on the elasticity of demand, total KWH

consumptidn might rise or fall (2Q ~ Q + 0.). Similarly, total. u x ~

expenditures on electricity might rise or fall. Total welfare changes

could also be ascertained if convenient assumptions about the income

effect are made. Here, demand is assumed to be price-inelastic.

~n this case, a non-remote controlled device could be used, such as
a clock operated switch. Two other such devices are interlocks
(preventing simultaneous use of particula~ applicances) and temperature
initiated switches that override thermostats. Alter'natively, remote
control devices caM be actlv~ted by radio waves, hi~h-frequency

impulses over a power line, low-frequency ripple signals over a power
1ine, or telephone pulses. The EPRI Interim Report (October 1976)
identified twenty-one load shaping tests, including seven for air
conditioners, two for automatic meter reading and control, eight for
r i pp Ie 'cont ro 1, and four for' the cont ro I of heat i ng loads. Much
research is going on In this area. One notable gain from active load
control is improvement in system reliability, since the need for back
up.capacity Is reduced -- compared with peak load pricing (and likely

2g r ,ce structures). .

Identical preferences in both periods does not remove the r~.ason for the
existence of a peak. Other consumers (industrial users) might be present at

.peak time, or the preferences may reflect only air conditioning demand, with
cooking or other electricity uses occuring at the peak time.
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In .Figure 1, note that the cost of implementing PLP, M-N, per

half-day may be so great that the switch from uniform pricing is not

. cost-efflctiv~. The cost to society of· consuming Q at the peak 1s R-T,. u

al though the consumer's bill I s much less, t1-T•. Part of' the bill amounts

to a trans fe r from othe rs (H-M) and pa r tis pure resource tn i"sa 11 oca t ion

(R-H). Similarly, the opportunity cost to society for consuming Qu

off-peak is only M-S which Is less than the expenditures, M-T. Part

of this higher bi 11 represents a transfer' td othe'rs(J-T) whi Ie the

rest is a pure welfare loss' (S-J). If the income effect is zero, the

tot~l misallocation is (R-H) * (S-J), corresponding to two losses:

resources are used to produce output valued at less than incremental

cost; and consumers' surplus is lost. However, unless this loss is

greater than the daily metering cost, 2(M-N), uniform pricing results

in less misallocation than if peak l~ad pricing were impo·sed. Our ex-

ample with inelastic demand indicates that the misallocation losses

'from uniform pricing are less than the cost of metering and peak-load

pricing •. Of course our assumption of the same preference s·tructure for

peak and off-peak times is unrealistic. In addition, in the. long run,

the demands would be expected to be more elastic, and the demands would

be interdependent (see Wenders and Tay~or,1976).

In the case load management, let us assume there is some metering

cos t (M-L for hal f a day), and a 1though th~ pr ice rema i ns un i form for

the two time periods (budget line LBI), consumption is cut back to V(Q )x

during peak periods by mechanical means. Here there is a peak load

period welfare loss from U to V, although 'the consumer is better off

'at A (consuming Qu' as.sumlng a zero income effect and a fixed charge to

cover the costs of the load management system). "f the cost of load man

agement , 2(M-L), is small enough, peak consumption occurs at the optimal
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. level , and off-peak consumption remains at the same level as uniform pric-

ing (QA = Qu)'·

Howeve'r, if the .initial price is maintained, the opportunity cost

of providing off-peak electricity is les,s than the price the consumer

faces, resulting in a welfare loss to society'equivalent to VI-G)

(since point U, rather than point V, obtains and G is equivalent'
to U). To avoid this loss, the firm could just charge the off-peak

price at all, times cutting back on, peak consumption via load

management (Figure 2). The customer could then attain points Z and

V during peak and off-peak hours, respe.ctively. Note, however, that here

such r~tioning (and off-peak prices) results in less revenues for the

producing firm than would be the case in peak load pricing (at X and

W), so the load management technique potentially could jeopardize

the financial position of the firm if costs are not fully recovered

via this process. Furthermore, any short run comparisons between PlP

and direct load management would have to take into account the relative

costs ,of fmplementing the two techniques (assumed greater for PlP

here), as well as the elasticity of demand.

2. long ,Run Adjustments' - examples

'In the above case, we'assumed that consumers derived utility direct~y

from KWH. A simple example of derived demand illustrates now rationing

provides improper price signals~ -resulting in socially inefficient

long-tetm adjus,tments by, co~sumers. 3 Here we cons ider consumer

preferences for c00lMes~ and all oth~f commodities. Coolness attai~able

is a function of equipment (air conditioners), outside temperature, and

3The example of gasoline rationing, Illustrates the problem of adjustments.
If the amount per customer-is based on number of automobile, consomers
find it in their 'inter'est to purchase virtual junkyard auto~ if the
acquisition cost of the durable good is'le,5s than the value of the
added av,a i Iab Ie gaso 1ine.
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the electricity used to run the machine. For simplicity, let the

production tunction for c.oolnes.s be linear.

Figure 3 shows the consumer equilibrium for a 900 day. Inside

temperature. is 76°, with expenditures on cooling coming·from payments

on an air conditioner (K) and for KWH (PeEl). If comfort (coolness

up to a point) is a normal good, a drop in outside temperature, or

a drop in the price of electricity (p ), would cause more coolness
e

to be consumed. In Figure 3, the derived demand for electricity is

inelastic (the movement from A to B involves lower expenditures on

electricity, due to a drop inPe Qr temperature).

Assume now that the social cost of producing KWH on a 900 day

is greater than P , since aggregate demand is high relative toe

base and intermediate generating capacity. ' If pi is the social cost,e

then the new equilibrium at that price would be at point C. The

short run alternative to such peak load pricing is load management.

Such rationing would result in only E2 electricity being consumed

with less comfort than at A. Note that customers are much better off

during peak hours than if pie. were charged (L vs. C). However, the

uniform price P would be greater .than social costs at other times
e

ta~sing a loss in potential welfare. The analysis of the previous

section th~n applies.

Long run adjustments to this situation can reverse the effects

of non-price rationing. Much depends upon just how load management

is "implemented. For. ex·ample,given our ·pol itical and institutional

framework, a voluntary scheme might be·more easily adopted than a

mandatory one. Peopl e cou Id then choose to d iscont inue the·i r part ici p·at ion
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if they valued comfort more highly than savings realized due to the

efficiencies of load management or through PLP. Whether the self-

selection prob'lem that arose would permit significant resource savings

is unClear sinte participating ,consumers presumably would bear the

cost of the'current inefficient pricing scheme. Furthermore, some

load management techniques might not create distortions.,

Assume that as outsid~ temper~ture rises (and the demand for

generating capacity rises), ,air conditioning units are only allowed

to ,operate for X minutes per hour: As long as the inside.thermostat

is set high enough (so the air conditioner runs less than X/GO of

an, h~ur, the signa 1 to imp,lement load management has no impact on

the customer. However, note that at L, the marginal rate of substitution

is steep relative to the price line -- additional coolness is valued

more than the incremental expenditures (p ) on KWH. In Figure 4 thee

purchase of a second air conditioner reduces the money available for

electricity, but ratidning is not effettive, since when ~lectricity

is available both 'units are running, yielding an equilibrium of M.

The consumer may actually be 'consuming more electricity than at L.

In fact, if the income effect is zero (as in Figure 4), El (the

initial electricity consumption) is consumed.

In the long run, ,if the prfce at peak periods does not rise,

customers find it beneficial to make investments in additional

rn~ermediate goods. The losses to society are substantial. Not only

is, there too much electricity consumed, but there are too many resources

drawn into air conditioner production.

Note that here we assumed that the cost of monitoring' usage
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and consumer transactions costs are zero. The situation could also

be ana Iyzed wi th the add it ion of a capi ta I cos t for a meter -- or a

further risei,n price, to reflect the cost to a customer of determining

the price, identifying alternative courses of action, and evaluating

those alternatives. These two complications will both tend 'to shift

the budget I hie further inward -- thus reinforcing the conservation

of energy resources.

Of course, a point such as R could be established as an arbitrary

cut-off if the engineer did not view a shift from A'to C as very

resp,onsive. Yet conservation for conservation's s<ike lacks merit

in the cont"ext of maximizing human welfare. If there are external

costs involved, or depletable resources are drawn too rapidly due

to the high discount rates of firms, those considerations should be

reflected in the price. But certainly C is ,to be preferred to R

if the, peak price does take such considerations into account.

Another long run adjustment, insulation, cart b~ analY2ed as

an alternative to a second air conditioner. In Figure 5, Point A

is assumed to represent maximum uti 1i'ty at Pe'; load management

leads to a'second air conditioner and no drop in electricity

consumption (ti)in the long run -- since the price signal, was incorrect.

Under higher peak load electricity prices, the purchase of insulation

(in~olving payments of I > K) yielded a cooler home than at A (and

less electricity consumed). The customer is not as well off (compared

with A) since the price, of a good (K"!H) has gone up. But adjus'tments to

the higher' price part,ly offset the short run losses, and the consumer is
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. .. 4
better off at S than M.

Not only would the consumer prefer the peak load pricing scheme

but so would the util ity company. The use of proper price signals

would make all other commodities relatively less expensive and serve

to reduce consumer demand more than would load management. Thus,

in the long ru~ ·(under the assumptions about costs of substitutes

and complements), both con'sumer and suppl ier would benefi t from the

use of peak load pricing over the use of load management as a tool

for the promotion of energy.conservation. Thus, for some uses and

circumstances, load management tan be counterproductive.

Cone 1u·si ons

This type of analysis should be SUbjected to empirical tests to

dete'rmine intertemporal substitutabil ities, the temperature-expenditure

budget 1i n·e, as we 11 as the responsi veness of .consumpt ion to pr i ce

(and temperature) changes. Public policy needs to ·be based on conslder-

ations more conclusive than the "poss ibi 1ities" considered here, and the

many pricing experiments now under way should contribute to our

understanding in this. important area.

The allocative efficiency implications of PLP vs. direct load

management bear repeating. In some instances the costs of implementing

load management may be quite low (as with timers or signals for hot

4The combJnation of I and the initial price of electricity (p )
yields less utility than A, since otherwise A would not haveebeen
an initial equilibrium.
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water heaters). The European experience, as described by Mitchell

et ;al. (1977) and others, indicates that there ~re good potential

applications of this" technique for residential, commercial, and

industrial consumption. However, it is possible that load management

is not well suited for other applications unless more elaborate

(and costly) techniques are used to control load. If the price

signal sets up incentives for uneconomic investments, the application

can be self-defeating from the standpoint of social effeciency

(including energy conservation). Thus, these ~echniques should

be carefully studied by both regulators and firms.
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